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Editorial
THE SMALL CONGREGATION
There recently came to my attention an editorial in the
official church paper of a closely-related denomination
which shared a concern relative to the smaller congregations. I was sufficiently impressed by the editorial to share
it with certain of our administrators. I probably would have
left it at that had not there appeared in a current issue of
another church publication an editorial on the same
concern. In this editorial the writer referred to a recent
editorial in a third denominational paper on the same
subject.
I say all this to share the influences that prompt this
editorial and to emphasize the current and spreading
concern regarding the small or smaller congregation.
It is obvious that this concern should be a Brethren in
Christ concern. We have many congregations which would
be characterized as small (very small) congregations by
present-day standards. The average size of our congregations is 61 members. Half of our congregations (1970
General Conference Minutes) have less than 38 members. In
fact, there are only 31 churches with over 100 members.
Small, of course, is a relative term. If we would consider
30 members a small congregation then there are 67 small
congregations. If we consider 50 a small congregation then
109 out of the 175 congregations are small.
In our current approach to the life and ministry of the
church the small congregation has problems which are
unique in several areas:
Leadership: It is becoming increasingly difficult for a
pastor to find supplementary income to his pastoral
support and unless a congregation can give full and
adequate support, the securing of pastoral leadership for
the small congregation is not easy.
Facilities: The up-grading of our own homes and the
pattern of church facilities in our communities exert a
constant pressure for congregations to modernize their
facilities. A contemporary worship setting; a functional
educational facility; and a modern parsonage become the
pattern of church life and the small congregation is
confronted with the pressure to do something about its
facilities. The financial obligation is obvious.
Program: The measure of life of a congregation is often
in terms of activity and program. Nurture and evangelism
and fellowship each carry its own program. The Sunday
school should be graded and staffed. Men, women, youth
and children are organized into age and interest groups.
Whether from denominational headquarters or local
"competition" there is the pressure for the small congregation to conform. And so it is caught between being
over-organized for its size and under-organized for what it is
told it should be doing. The result is a combination of
fatigue and frustration.
Morale: All of the above have a tendency for the small
congregation to feel defeated. The activity of the church is
carried on without enthusiasm and hope. Problems are
more real than mission and as a result the group is in a poor
position to draw new families or hold its own youth and
those establishing new homes.
The small congregation is no recent phenomenon. There
has been in the past a varied approach in recognition of this
fact.
We have assumed that the ideal would be for the small
congregation to grow and become larger. This was often
March'10, 1971

interpreted as contingent upon leadership and facilities. So
where there seemed to be a degree of potential we
attempted to provide leadership and to encourage the
up-dating of the facilities.
In other cases we have organized circuits permitting
several small congregations to join in the support of a
full-time pastor while maintaining their own physical
facilities and carrying on their own program.
Merging, or closing, or simply letting time run its
inevitable course have all been suggested and one could
even find evidence of these approaches as well in an
attempt to deal with the issue.
One cannot be critical of any of these approaches. Each
congregation and situation is unique and all of the options
(and perhaps others) could well be justified. The location
and proximity of churches determined in pre-automobile
days may require re-evaluation with the automobile and
throughways. A growing or a declining community would
have a bearing on determining the potential for growth of a
congregation.
But we are faced with the fact that we have at the
present time 66 congregations with less than 30 members
and half of our congregations (88) have less than thirtyeight. Against this fact are those pressures earlier mentioned: pastoral support, adequate facilities, an acceptable
program, and financial demands both locally and denominationally. What are the prospects for survival, let alone a
viable mission for these small congregations?
This is more than an administrative problem. It is also
and perhaps, primarily, a theological problem. It has to deal
with the nature and mission of the church. It may be
appropriate to examine some of the premises under which
we have operated in the past.
Bigness: We have been impressed with bigness. Growth
has been largely measured by size. We have the Chamber of
Commerce complex. More is better. A series of articles on
churches or Sunday schools usually selects its choices from
the larger ones. "The Ten Largest Sunday Schools and How
They Got That Way" assumes that they are better because
they are larger or larger because they are better—or at least
"this is something to emulate."
Program: We have been program oriented. Obviously a
larger congregation can carry out a more nearly full-orbed
program. Full-orbed programs are good; fuller-orbed-programs are better. Therefore a larger congregation is better.
Conformity: We have taken our cue of the nature of
church life from modern Christianity and current evangelicalism. The church consists of a program; a building
in which to conduct it; and a pastor to administer it.
Fellowship, nurture, and evangelism are programmed. The
schedule of services is rather strictly formalized. The important happenings of the church occur within the building
and during the formalized program. We even adopted our
architecture from this climate.
Budget: The full-time pastor and the new facility all
took more money. In an attempt to "keep up" some
congregations have spent more in interest on the building
debt than they gave to outside ministries—missions, Christian higher education, and relief ministries. So budgets
become a prime concern—of large and small congregations.
The budget grows and new sources of income are needed
and the temptation is obvious. More people means more
givers. And we are tempted to use people rather than to
minister to them.
We are not talking about administration. We are talking
about the nature and meaning of the church. We plan to
reflect in a future editorial regarding the future and role of
the smaller churches.
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"Mow Cum Vet nick?
Edna McConnell
He charged up San Juan Hill (the
basement stairs) and hurtled through
the kitchen, coming to a screeching stop
as sneaker soles burned the freshly
waxed linoleum. He looked up at me as
I stood washing dishes at the sink and
demanded, "How cum yer rich?"
"We're not rich," I corrected him
gaily, inwardly laughing at the remembrance of the outcome of a magazine
test which my husband and I had filled
in last year. After determining that our
home was not the ranch-ho use type,
that we had no picture windows, no car
with over six cylinders, and not even a
set of matching luggage, the humorless
conclusion was that we either lived at
the poverty level or else could care less
about status.
"But yer house is rich," he insisted,
not willing to lose a point.
I turned and really looked at this
six-year-old explorer and felt the tears
well up again as I reviewed my brief
acquaintance with him.
He had first come to Sunday school
when some of our teens had begun
calling on families in a housing project
and so many children responded that a
bus had to be rented to bring them in.
He was a loner, small for his six
years, and it was generally thought,
retarded. His behavior was antisocial,
and no wonder! He was usually identified as the little boy whose oversize
jeans were always falling down. For four
weeks he had had a blob of chewing
gum sticking in his hair, and then he
appeared with his scalp all but shaved
and several weeks' accumulation of dirt
showing through his roughly scissored
hair.
His story was all too grimly familiar.
A father addicted to alcohol and a
discouraged mother, who had limited
learning abilities and was burdened with
so many children that she seemed no
longer to care.
4

In time, the bus route had to be
terminated, and when we heard of it, we
thought only of how relieved our 17year-old would be that he no longer
would need to get up so early on
Sunday to help with the "bus" children.
Not so. His concern was immediate
and to the point. "What's going to
happen to Danny? He's always there,
waiting, Mom. Even when there's no
one else, he comes. He'll be waiting this
Sunday. Who will pick up Danny?"
I tried. I really tried, but everywhere
I turned that week, something seemed
to remind me that a child would be
waiting, and no one would pick him up
for Sunday school. Well, sure, I was
concerned about the underprivileged.
Yes, I wanted more people to come to
Sunday school. But we were rushed on
Sunday mornings. We picked up others
and our car was full and we lived ten
miles from the church and that was five
miles out of the way, for goodness'
sake!
One of those rich "one-sentence"
sermons delivered by our pastor flipped
up in my mind like a warning signal. He
had been speaking of the requirement
that the children of Israel pick up the
manna before the sun waxed hot. He
concluded: "Some people want.the kind
of miracle which doesn't require them
to get up in the morning."
We picked up Danny.
So started events which had steadily
progressed. We took Danny to Sunday
school and church. We took him home
for a meal, then, for a meal and bath.
There were some new clothes and an
overnight stay. Finally, he had now
come to be with us for the weekend.

Oh, how he had responded and
bloomed! The suspected retardation was
nothing but an abysmal self-image, the
result of his environment. He had
learned to brush his teeth and to eat at a
table, bat a ball, and give thanks before
meals.
Now, in the last 40 minutes he had
checked the pantry three times and I
feared for the life-span of the refrigerator door as I heard it slam again and
again. No, he wasn't hungry now, he
assured me, but he just wanted to see if
all that food was still there.
I dropped to my knees and put my
arms around him, wondering how I
could explain to him about our "rich"
house. For, surely, our home is rich.
Rich in the priceless commodities which
some with money vainly aspire to buy.
Rich in laughter and love and joy. Rich
in friends, in opportunities, and in the
all-encompassing love of our Father.
Grateful, too. Grateful for the
chance to see ourselves through the eyes
of a wondering child and to have to find
our own answers to his plaintive query,
"How cum yer rich?"
—By permission of Herald of Holiness
Evangelical Visitor
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Envv
Leslie B. Flynn

Why do we envy others? Because in
some area they possess greater eminence
or excellence than we.
Envy is a backhanded compliment.
Its presence tacitly admits inferiority.
Someone said, "You have to be little to
belittle." Reluctantly envy reveals, "I'm
not up to you. You're a better soloist.
You're a prettier woman. You're a more
persuasive salesman. You're a more efficient pastor."
Many a church member has chafed in
envy because someone else was selected
chairman of a committee, or emcee of a
banquet, or deacon, or elder. Students
have been known to react with sarcastic
bitterness against fellow-students who
made the honor roll they missed.
As the favored son, his status openly
proclaimed by the coat of many colors,
Joseph became the object of envy (Gen.
37:3). So have many class presidents,
star athletes, leading actors, beauty
queens and recipients of honorary degrees.
The Pharisees' love of prominence
helped rouse jealousy when Jesus came
on the scene out-teaching and outperforming them. They wanted the
honor He was receiving, bemoaning,
"Behold, the world is gone after him."
We try to blow out the other fellow's
light when it shines more brightly than
our own.
All envy has not been confined to
the first century. A missionary in
Panama recently related that when a
new group of believers was offered a
piece of land on which to build a
chapel, the folks in whose home the
church was currently meeting objected.
Underlying reason for the objection
according to the missionary—these folks
"believed they would not be the big T
in the work if we built on land not
owned by them."
A mother of four was talking about
her neighbor who had eight children.
"She's amazing! Her house is always
neat as a pin; she's a wonderful cook
and does her own sewing. Her children
The author is a well-known
a pastor in Nanuet, N. Y.
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writer and also

are polite and well-behaved. She is
active in P.T.A., and helps with the
Brownies and is a den-mother for the
Cub scouts. She is pretty and has loads
of personality. She makes me sick!"
When someone can do something
better than we, we may envy them for
their performance. Or we may envy
them for something we cannot do.
Because Leah had given birth to four
sons, the barren "Rachel envied her
sister" (Gen. 30:1).
Recent headlines read, "Jealous
Mother Executed in San Quentin
Chamber." Because her overwhelming
mother-love could tolerate no sharing of
her son's affection with another woman
she had hired two men to kill her son's
wife.
Mother-in-law envy usually never
reaches such murderous proportions,
but often expresses itself in lesser ways.
"You'd better let me buy his shirts.
After all," she tells the bride, "I know
just what he wants."
The newspaper pictures a neighbor
and his wife on a Caribbean island,
enjoying a winter vacation mid sun and
warmth. The reader momentarily
stabbed with envy, may wish the island
would be hit by a hurricane or tidal
wave, or disappear into the ocean. Why
should they loaf 6n tropical beaches for
four winter weeks while all the vacation
he gets is two weeks in the summer.
A lady who lived alone was piqued
because her neighbors had not invited
her to join them on a picnic. However,
on the morning of the outing the
neighbors asked her to come. "It's too
late," she snapped, "I've already prayed
for rain."
Sometimes the evil envy the righteous. Why did Cain kill Abel? "Because
his own works were evil, and his
brother's righteous" (I John 3:12).
Divine acceptance of Abel's blood offering drew the envy of Cain whose offer-

ing, though doubtless beautiful to behold, was rejected by the Lord.
Strangely, not only have the bad
envied the good, but the good have
envied the evil. The Psalmist warns,
"Neither be thou envious against the
workers of iniquity" (Ps. 37:1).
Moving into a classy neighborhood, a
wife was so ashamed of her furniture
that she smeared the picture window
with Bon Ami, not washing it off until a
new set arrived. How easy for her pride,
lacerated at the inferiority of her furniture, to spring into envy at neighbors
with lavishly decorated interiors.
Socrates called envy the daughter of
pride.
Pride is basically competitive. Subjection to secondary spot may cause hurt
pride to lash out at the person at the
peak. A husband complained that his
wife always captured the limelight in
social gatherings. If she wasn't playing
the piano, she gathered others around
her by her sparkling conversation.
Perhaps the wife needed some help for
her over-desire for attention. Likely the
husband's jealousy could be explained
by C. S. Lewis' observation, "We dislike
the big noise at the party because we
want to be the big noise." Bacon wrote,
"Those are most subject to envy which
carry their fortune in an insolent and
proud manner."
In modern usage envy and jealousy
are frequently synonymous. Technically, a distinction exists. Let us pause
in our dissection of envy's ingredients to
note this difference.
Some jealousy is justifiable. Warning
against idolatry Jehovah said, "I the
Lord thy God am a jealous God" (Ex.
20:5). The Lord will not take secondplace in our interests, rightfully jealous
of His prerogative of first claim in our
lives. Likewise a husband can be legitimately jealous over his right to exclusive
devotion of his wife.
t o page six
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However, most jealousy is unjustifiable, creeping too easily into Christian
circles: the pastor who cannot accept
the possibility that his assistant may
out-preach him; the veteran organist
who cannot bear the thought that a
newcomer to the church may play as
well as she; the deacon who doesn't
wish to give up his office to that capable
gentleman who was a deacon in the
church from which he just came. Like
envy, jealousy involves potential inferiority and wounded pride.
Some dictionaries list covetous and
envious as synonyms. Though related,
they differ. We covet things; we envy
people. Covetousness usually precedes
envy. Covetousness longs for another's
possessions. Unless checked, this covetousness results in envy stabbing out at
the owner of the objects we covet.
Covetousness and envy often co-exist
but usually one predominates. If our
desire focuses on the acquisition of
position, power, prestige, money,
achievement or pleasure, covetousness is
the main element in our pre-occupation.
When Judas sold the Master for 30
pieces of silver, covetousness was his
downfall. But if our feeling is aimed at
the person possessing these coveted
items, envy is the principal component.
When the Pharisees delivered Jesus to
Pilate, though coveting His power,
popularity and accomplishments, the
dominant factor was envy striking out
at His person.
Abasement at another's superiority
need not lead to envy. It may stir to
emulation. A person who says, "I envy
you. I wish I had what you have. But
I'm glad for your sake," misuses the
word envy. Genuine envy involves ill
will, whereas the preceding remark expresses only good wishes. If acknowledgment of another's superiority
leads to harder work for greater success
to equal or surpass this friend with no
wish or intent to downgrade him, this is
permissible emulation, not poisonous
envy.
Ambition to forge ahead is not
wrong. Emulation is a noble trait, consisting in imitation of something excellent, scorning to fall short of the copy.
However, in striving to outdo it, emulation doesn't malign or depress its copy,
but puts the emphasis on perfecting
itself. Emulation inspires man to noble
endeavor, to make himself useful and as
accomplished as possible.

Change one letter, and zealous becomes jealous. How easy for emulation
to gearshift into envy. If in a race a
runner finds a rival passing him, tries to
jostle or trip him, honorable rivalry has
been replaced by contemptible conduct
in the athlete who is no longer zealous
but jealous. An old English poet put it,
Envy, to which the ignoble mind's a
slave
Is emulation in the learned and
brave.
Pat had a deep-seated grudge toward
Mike. In waking hours he was obsessed
with how to add to Mike's woes. One
night an angel appeared to Pat, offering
him whatever he wished. The angel
added, "You should know thiswhatever you ask will be given you. But
twice of the same thing will be given
Mike."
After a moment's pondering Pat
asked, "You mean that if I ask for a
Cadillac I will get it, but Mike will have
two just like it?" The angel said yes.
"If I ask for a mansion, Mike will get
two mansions?" Pat continued. The
angel nodded.
"Then," said Pat, "I know what I
want, I wish to be blind in one eye."
Sympathy makes us "rejoice with
them that do rejoice, and weep with
them that weep" (Rom. 12:15). Envy
reverses this practice, making us rejoice
when others weep, and weep when
others rejoice. Envy is that nasty feeling
of gratification when you learn that
your neighbor's new car had its front
fender dented, or that their new
appliance has some defect, or that his
business isn't doing so well, or that their
brilliant child failed to win a scholarship.
Even if we do sympathize with
friends in their sorrows, envy makes it
difficult to exult with them over their
successes. The girl who learns that her
friend has been scarred in an accident
can ache in sympathy. But if she hears
that her friend has been selected homecoming queen, an honor which she
herself coveted, her congratulations may
have a hollow ring.
Envy basely withers at another's joy.
The envious man feels others' fortunes
are his misfortune; their profit, his loss;
their blessing, his bane; their health, his
illness; their promotion, his demotion;
their success, his failure. Phineas
Fletcher said of envy, "Sick of a strange
disease, another's health."
Often people consider sins of the
flesh like adultery and drunkenness as
more heinous than sins of the spirit like
pride and envy. Such classification is a
radical miscalculation. In reality, sins of
the spirit are more serious. No sin of the
flesh put Christ on the cross. Rather

Pilate "knew that for envy they had
delivered him" (Matt. 27:18).
More than one New Testament passage ranks the envious person with the
debauched and the drunkard (Rom.
13:13; Gal. 5:19). The medieval divines
recognized the severe wickedness of
envy when they counted it among the
seven deadly sins, second only to pride.
Recognized traditionally as a part of
moral theology, the seven deadly sins
give structure to Dante's Purgatory
which follows their order, and are discussed in Chaucer's Parson's Tale and in
Marlowe's Doctor Faustus. In his essay
on envy Francis Bacon calls it the
"vilest and the most depraved affection,
the proper attitude of the devil, who is
called the Envious Man, that soweth
tares among the wheat by night." Envy
has been termed "the four-lettered
demon."
But because not a gross fleshly sin,
but rather slinky and subtle, envy can
conceal itself under the guise of friendship, visiting in people's homes, dining
with them, chumming with them, and
all the time envying them. Or it can
worm its way into church with little
trouble. If someone suffers a temper
tantrum in church, everyone around
gets the benefit. If you envy, your
closest neighbor need not know. The
fellow who staggers into church drunk
advertises his inebriation. But someone
could envy repeatedly during a church
service, during hymn, prayer, Bible reading, choir number and sermon, and not
a single soul would be the wiser.
Because so subtle, envy is often
found in the Lord's work. Jealousy in
the Corinthian church drew Paul's rebuke. One noted revivalist said that
among the half-dozen outstanding
lessons he came to learn was this sad
truth—even in Christian work "effectiveness of service usually meant envy and
opposition on the part of some."
How easy to envy! No one need
enroll in a school to master envy, which
springs from the unregenerate human
heart as weeds on a lawn. Paul describes
fallen man as "full of envy" (Rom.
1:29).
How we need to live above envy! In
his probing way revivalist Charles
Finney wrote, "Look at the cases in
which you were envious of those you
thought were above you. Have you not
so envied some that you had beenpained to hear them praised? It has been
more, agreeable to you to dwell upon
their failure than upon their success. Be
honest with yourself, and if you have
harbored this spirit of hell repent deeply
before God."
Copyright by Conservative Baptist
Press. Used by permission.
Evangelical Visitor

Religious News
Earthquake Touches L. A. Churches
In a curious pattern of selective
destruction, the February 9, 1971 earthquake that jolted the Los Angeles basin
left its mark on numerous churches.
Prime victims included landmarks
such as the 47-year-old Glendale Presbyterian Church, St. Patrick's Roman
Catholic Church in Los Angeles and the
oldest house of worship in the area—the
San Fernando Mission.
The original sanctuary of First Methodist in Glendale was a total loss after
its towers toppled through the roof.
Two Southern Baptist churches were
condemned: First Baptist Church of
Sylmar, Calif., and Grandview Baptist
Church of Los Angeles.
The Foothill Baptist Church of the
Baptist General Conference in Sylmar
was also heavily damaged.
In famed Forest Lawn Cemetery of
Glendale, the huge statue of David, a
replica of Michelangelo's original in
Rome, nosed into the ground and was
destroyed.
The headquarters building of Gospel
Light Publications in Glendale was condemned as a total loss and will be torn
down.
Upper Room to Publish
New Devotional Magazine
Alive!, a new devotional magazine
that will be contemporary in design and
content, will be tested this spring by the
Upper Room, an interdenominational
devotional publication.
Topics will be treated by the use of
modern prayers, poetry, paraphrased
scripture, essays and photography. Two
hundred thousand copies of a test issue
will be released.
Big Evangelical Congregation
Plans Own School System
An evangelical Protestant church in
suburban Willowdale (Toronto) has announced plans to open an elementary
school in September, citing what its
pastor calls "agnostic and atheistic
teaching" in the public schools.
"I and ministers like me are greatly
disturbed by the direction our public
school system, is taking," declared the
Rev. Paul Smith of People's Church. "It
appears that all respect for God, country and family has been, or is being,
thrown out the window."
Said to be the largest Protestant
congregation
in
Canada,
People's
Church claims a membership of 3,500.
The congregation was founded in 1928
by Mr. Smith's father—the Rev. Oswald
Smith, a former Presbyterian.
March 10, 1971

Book Questions
infallibility of Pope
Papal infallibility, a central dogma of
the Roman Catholic Church defined in
1870, has been struck a blow by a noted
Catholic theologian.
Dr. Hans Kung, 42, a professor at the
University of Tubingen, challenges the
concept of infallibility as it is now
understood, the Unking of the infallibility of the church to infallible propositions.
The book, which is titled, Infallible?-an Inquiry, is said to be the first
in which a theologian of note within the
Roman Church openly rejected the doctrine of papal infallibility in the sense in
which it was defined.
Prayer Day for POWs Endorsed
By Evangelical Free Church Leader
Dr. Arnold T. Olson, president of the
Evangelical Free Church of America,
announced his support of the March 14
Day of Prayer for Prisoners of War
which was recommended by Dr. J. A. O.
Preus, president of the Lutheran
Church—Missouri Synod.
St. Paul's Near Collapse
The famed Protestant cathedral of
St. Paul's in London which withstood
German bombs and almost three centuries of wear and tear may collapse like
the London Bridge of nursery rhyme
fame.
Leading Anglicans have started a
campaign to raise $7.2 million to pay
for a seven-year repair program.
Modern life, including air pollution
and traffic vibration, is the culprit. The
walls are cracking. Arches over the main
entrance are starting to slip because the
towers they link have begun leaning
away from each other.
Gnostic Manuscripts Seen Proving
New Data on Early Christian Era
An international team of scholars is
preparing to publish for the first time a
complete library of original Gnostic
manuscripts which may shed new light
on the beginnings of Christianity.
Called the Nag Hammadi documents
—from the site in Egypt where they
were found 25 years ago—publication
has been long awaited by the scholarly
world. Full study is expected to increase
understanding of a movement which
once was a major rival to orthodox
Christianity.
Bible Seen As No Longer
Best Read Book
"The Bible is in a very bad way in
the church," says James D. Smart,
professor of Biblical Interpretation at
Union Theological Seminary.
Writing in a discussion of "The
Strange Silence of the Bible in the
Church," published by Westminster
Press, the scholar saw irony in the
outpouring of good versions of the Bible
and a dearth of preaching from it.

"There has been an increasing trustration of preachers with the Scriptures
as a basis for sermons, a steady decline
in the educational use of the Bible in
the church, and a mounting ignorance
of the contents of the Bible among
members of the church."
Church Leaders, Senators,
Back Arab Cause
At a rally held at the Washington
National Cathedral, backing the Palestinian Arab cause, a member of the
British Parliament who denounced Israel
as a racist nation was supported by two
U.S. Senators, including Mark O. Hatfield, a Baptist layman.
Fifty prestigious Americans, including several high-ranking churchmen and
the two senators, officially pled for
justice for citizens in the Holy Land.
Israeli Embassy officials labeled the
event "an extension of Arab propaganda" and said the rally was sponsored
by a "conglomeration of all sorts of
Arab bodies."
Survey Indicates Parents' Influence
On Teens Outweighs That of Peers
Parents who had feared their influence with teenagers was small should
be encouraged by a nationwide survey
of some 40,000 high school students.
The "Outlook of Youth" study, developed by the Human Learning Research Institute of Michigan State University, indicates that the combined
influence of mother and father significantly outweigh peer group influence in
formation of adolescent attitudes and
values.
Religious leaders, however, do have
cause for concern about their influence
with youth, the research indicated. The
study indicated that religious leaders are
not significant authority figures in any
area except religion.
Albania Sees USSR-Vatican "Plot"
Returning Religion to Russia
Communist Albania, staunch ally of
Red China, sees a sinister Vatican plot
brewing in the USSR with the connivance of "revisionist" Soviet authorities.
Albania Radio has charged that the
Vatican is now organizing a "major
campaign" aimed at "restoring religion
in the USSR" and has accused the
Soviet "revisionist clique in power" of
giving "full approval" to the revival of
religious institutions.
MBI Given Merit Award
Mennonite Broadcasts, Inc., Harrisonburg, Va., was presented an award of
merit "as the most outstanding religious
broadcasting organization in the United
States" by National Religious Broadcasters during its annual convention
held January 25-29, 1971. The award
from NRB, the nation's largest religious
broadcasting organization, came during
ceremonies marking the 50th anniversary of radio broadcasting.
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Bulawayo
Literature
Ministry
J. H. Ginder
Highlighting Matopo Book Room's
annals in 1970 was the move into our
own new spacious premises on the plot
adjacent to our former quarters, taking
on a new name—Matopo Book Center—
and a wider literature ministry. Through
labor donated by visitors Joseph Ginder
(Mastersonville) and Milton Martin
(Clarence Center), and by Sam Minter
and other VSers, along with many extra
hours by our staff, we are now happily
settled in our new building.
The past year has been another
record year both in sales and profit-due
mainly to many changes in educational
books which increased our sales approximately 20%, leaving us with a net profit
of $65,000. Religious book sales were
comparable to 1969, in which year we
had an outstanding sale increase.
Though this profit is only a byproduct of our overall ministry, it has
given the Book Center staff great satisfaction in sponsoring capital projects
during the past years, for example:
1. Metal roofs for rural church buildings
2. Vehicles for Overseers' Transportation Fund
3. Student Loan Fund-for needy
students
4. Wage allowances for Gospel teams
during holidays; for teachers of
The writer is the manager of the Matopo
Book Centre.
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religious instruction in government schools
5. Various types of literature ministries and outreach.
We see new faces in our book store
every week, as many people seek literature to meet needs in their personal
lives. During the past few months we
have sold over $40 worth of evangelical
books, sermon outlines, and visual aids
to Roman Catholic Fathers.
African customers are buying Bibles
and song books from us in a dozen
languages. [See letter on this page.]
The Book Center ministry experienced the loss of enthusiastic workers

when the D. R. Zook family left for
furlough in April, 1970, and when Mr.
Joel Ncube was called by the church to
serve as a district superintendent. Mr.
and Mrs. Dodsworth (Christian Brethren), Phyllis Engle (part-time), and
Cornelius Khumalo—new workers in
1970—are enthusiastically helping the
staff to fill in the gaps and move
forward.
Letters are constantly being received from
Europeans and Africans enlarging the bookroom's ministry.
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Robert Caldwell's

Problem

'to preach the Gospel to India's

millions'

Leoda Buckwalter, FEBC, Bangalore
"Yes, Brother David?" 1 looked up as
our Follow-Up Secretary came to my
desk and pointed to the postmark on
the card which he held in his hand.
"CALDWELLPURAM, Sister," he
replied; "do you know where the name
came from?" A hybrid, for sure!
"Come to think of it, this is rather
unusual," I said. "An English name with
a Tamil ending . . . There must be a
story behind it."
Yes, and here it is:
Go back to the day when there were
no trains in India, no automobiles, no
bicycles. Back to the days of ox-carts,
horseback, or travel by foot. . . . a
young missionary named Robert Caldwell. He came to Madras with a burden
on his heart to preach the Gospel to
India's millions. He found in Madras an
established church active in witness, the
Bible already printed in Tamil, and
many Christians. His burning heart told
him that this was not the place for his
labor. He must pioneer!
And so this young man started southward, toward the tip of India. Five
weary months he travelled on foot—
from village to village . . . through heat
of day and hot sweltering nights. Five
months; and then he came to the place
where he knew he could settle down
and make a home.
There in Tirunelyeli District, Robert
Caldwell lived in a house 17' x 11'. It
had mud walls and a thatched roof. At
least it was some sort of a shelter. Yet
we are told that this intrepid soldier of
the Cross spent six out of every seven
days in the surrounding villages. When
he came home one night after a heavy
rain, it was to find six inches of water
covering the floor—the price of a nottoo-good roof.
Now a town bears his name.
Tirunelveli District is now a strong
center of the Christian faith; and Jesus
Christ is known and loved by thousands
upon thousands. The day of blistered
feet and no transportation facilities has
passed.
But Robert Caldwell's problem remains! What to do to get the Gospel to
March 10, 1971

MILLIONS. Can we sit idly by when so
many have not yet heard?
With radio in our hands, we have at
least a partial answer. But do we care
enough to give ourselves to the task?
Robert Caldwell did. Eternity alone will
reveal all that was accomplished through
that consecrated ministry. What will
eternity reveal about your efforts and
mine?

"At home" in Bangalore—Allen and Leoda
Buckwalter who have been working in Radio
Evangelism since 1960. For the last several
years they have been serving in Bangalore
with the Far East Broadcasting Associates of
India, Allen serving as Director. Present plans
as of this writing are for them to move back
to New Delhi by the end of February to again
head the FEBAI office.

A Rare Group Photograph

Taken at the last General Conference, Upland, California, the photo
includes almost all the living former
missionaries to India—and Premnath
Dick. In sending in the picture, A. D. M.
Dick lists their names according to the
sequence of their leaving for India:
Katie Buckwalter 1913-1928 16 years
M. Effie Rohrer
1913-1939
1945-1952 34
D. E. Rohrer
1915-1923 9
A. D. M. Dick
1918-1963 45
Nellie M.Dick
1918-1963 45

B. Ella Gay man
G. E. Paulus
Blanche Paulus
Charles Engle
Kathryn Engle
Beulah Arnold
William Hoke
Mary Hoke
Lowell Mann

1919-1947
1925-1952
1925-1952
1929-1945
1949-1962
1949-1962
1947-1964
1945-1963
1945-1963
1959-1969

29
28
28
30
14
18
19
19
11
345 years

Now, sort them out on the picture!

AFRICA
Objectives and Goals for Church

Building
were discussed in detail at the Brethren in Christ' General Conference in
Africa, December, 1970.
Earnest evaluation of the work had
revealed that the church was losing too
large a percentage of the members being
taken into the church. Offerings were
not showing an increase per member.
The church set itself prayerfully to the
task of examining and redefining its
objectives and the goals by which to
reach those objectives.
Objectives were defined as long-range
targets.
Goals—short-range milestones that
keep us moving toward our objectives.
We in America do well to concern
ourselves with these objectives and
goals, examining our own selves, our
congregations, and the church in Africa
which is a part of us.
From the primary objective of establishing "a strong self-governing, selfsupporting, and self-propagating church
in Africa," the Africa Conference
moved through points concerning outreach, nurture of members in the Word
of God, to the training of mature
leaderships "to provide opportunity for
study, growth and service for all converts to Christ, whether young or old."
A Sampling of Goals
A complete membership roll by our
1971 Conference and thereafter a complete programme of follow-up to keep
the membership roll up to date.
(Responsible for
implementation:
PASTOR)
Establishing Churches
t By 1972 an urban church in Salisbury (Rhodesia) and one in Lusaka
(Zambia).
t Another church in each city by
1975.
t Two new churches in each district
each year.
(Responsible for implementation: THE
WHOLE CHURCH)
10

Recurrent Financial Goals
The Brethren in Christ Church in
Africa should be financially independent, except for the support of the
Bishops and the Bible Schools by 1972.
Our financial independence should be
complete by 1980.
(Responsible for
implementation:
EVERY CHURCH MEMBER INCLUDING THE CHILDREN)
Evangelistic Goals
f Two or more prayer cells in half of
the churches in each district by Dec,
1971; in every church by Dec, 1972.
f "New Life for All" instruction
classes in one-fourth of the churches in
each district by March, 1972; in all by
March, 1974.
t By October following the Instruction Classes every home visited in "New
Life for AH" outreach within three
miles of each village church and within
five blocks of every urban church. All
areas considered the responsibility of
the B in C Church to be completely
covered by October, 1974.
t Personnel found and plans laid for
such a ministry into Botswana from
Rhodesia by 1973 and from Zambia by
1974.
(Responsible for implementation: BISHOPS, CHURCH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES . . . TO PEOPLE)

Training and Nurture Goals
That every local pastor who is not
already Bible School-trained should receive some help by 1972.
(Responsible for
implementation:
BIBLE SCHOOLS)
Membership Goals
We should reduce our membership
losses by 5% per year for each of the
next four years.
(Responsible for implementation: PASTORS, BISHOPS, AND CHURCH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES)
Spiritual Goals
t We should confess that we have
been guilty of coldness, indifference,
and personal sin.
t We must have a revival of prayer
till prayer is more than a form, till it is
an all-embracing cry of the whole being.
t We should have a renewed interest
in the study of the Word of God. We
need a burden—a real concern for the
souls around us who are dying without
Christ.
(Responsible for
implementation:
FROM THE BISHOPS AND CHURCH
LEADERS TO THE LOCAL CHURCH
MEMBER)
May God burn within us a dedication
to see these veiled hopes become reality
in 1971,1972,1973, and 1974.

R E T U R N I N G TO I N D I A : Field Superintendent Harvey Sider and Erma,
with Cheryl and Steven. Cheryl will be returning to Woodstock School, over
seven hundred miles from her home.

Evangelical Visitor

Colleges

Growing Pains
Beth Heisey
My freshman year at Messiah was spent wallowing (or
floating, as the case may be) in optimism. I was eager to
explore the new and varied opportunities Messiah offered
which previously had been impossible for me to realize (eg.
trio, chapel choir, field trips via courses, clubs, MFO trip to
Mexico and Texas over Christmas vacation, living on dorm,
etc.). In general, I was very satisfied with college life and I
viewed my first year essentially as having been a stimulating
experience.
However, the summer immediately following ended
many of my "satisfactions." I worked with a team of
students in San Francisco, where we were, for the most
part, free to design our own program of service to the
children of the community and the Brethren in Christ
mission and chapel. Much happened during those few
months which fascinated as well as perplexed me. More
questions than answers were raised in my mind, for I soon
realized that I was surrounded by another world, the city—a
world I had read about, but never experienced in a
significant way. Never before had I been so far away from
parental influence for so long a time—never before had I
seen a drunk quietly vomiting on the street, or heard a
prostitute "hustling," or shared in an ex-addict's struggle to
"make it." The dichotomy presented by the city struck me
full force, for one could view its beauty and complexity
without also sensing its decadence.
I came back to Messiah in September with a different
attitude than the previous year. I now felt stifled and
restless and soon became disillusioned with studying, for it
didn't seem germane, or even commendable, when so many
"out there" needed friendship, hope, encouragement—least
of all, an educated sociology major. I was more than tired
of the theoretical, someone's ivory tower conceptions of
"where the action was at," and rote memorization of
useless "intellectual garbage." It was difficult to be honest
and at the same time reconcile wasting my time in such
manner in exchange for a good grade, especially while the
poor were starving, blacks were being beaten about the
head by the towels of white liberalism, and prisoners were
being treated like animals so they could return to society as
better humans.
A large part of my sophomore year revolved in a sense
around a discovery of the sickness of our society and a
search for how I as .an individual could relate positively to
them. It was through involvement in the coffeehouse, "The
Net" (sponsored by Messiah's MFO and Bellevue Park
Brethren in Christ Church) that I was really confronted for
the first time, not only to inner-city teens, but the
experience of relating to blacks as well, since a large
majority of those in attendance were black. I also encountered this (through services held by gospel team) at
Teen Challenge, a rehabilitation unit for former drug
addicts. Hours of sharing with those in these two diverse
groups only reinforced my discontent.
The summer after my sophomore year was spent
working in Harrisburg in "Project Search"-a team effort to
minister to children and foster meaningful relationships

In Life or By Death
Martha Long

to page fourteen

Had I found peace in commitment to Christ? Yes, many
times I had felt it, but it took a hospital experience to
reinforce the joy of a committed life, even to the point
where I faced death.
It was the beginning of my third week in the hospital
when suddenly I was jolted into a sharper awareness that
the doctors were still searching for the source of my
problems and my dropping blood count. Hence, one night
in bed I walked and prayed in my Gethsemane.
Into my consciousness flashed a vivid reminder of a
commitment I had made to God during the past school
year. This was a result of an answer to prayer in which I
had asked God to increase my desire and burden to win
souls for Christ. My prayer list had grown; so did the
burden even through several sleepless nights until finally I
cried, "Lord, if you can witness somehow through my
death better than my life I am willing for this, if it will
cause hearts to turn to you." With this flashback came the
thought that perhaps God was now exacting this commitment. I was startled with the realization that this could
become reality so soon.
My mind was in turmoil. I wanted to do the Lord's
will—but I was still rather young for death! If this was my
time for death how would my family accept this, especially
my parents and my sister who was abroad? I prayed that
they would be comforted.
I was all alone—no relatives were by my bedside. Was I
to be denied even this comfort? This was the most painful
loneliness I had ever experienced. Then into my vision came
a figure kneeling alone under gnarled trees on a hillside. I
was comforted as I remembered that He, too, faced death
alone.
I read Scripture. Many verses spoke of eternal life and I
thought that God was preparing me to receive it. I felt at
peace. The channels between myself and God were clear.
James 5 came to mind and I was impressed to claim its
promises. My pastor and my brother came and anointed
me.
After my anointing that day my doctor later came with
a report which indicated that I was beginning to produce
new blood cells again. During weeks of convalescence which
followed, I was overwhelmed many times with a new sense
of God's love encompassing me. I was weak, I did nothing
to merit such love but it was there.
How thrilled I am now to know that my commitment
held! It is a joy to know that I am God's child who has the
Good News of" Christ to share with restored health with
which He has blessed me. God still holds my todays and the
power to let my life burn longer here in service for Him, or
to blow it out when He chooses.

Beth Heisey, a Messiah student at the Philadelphia
Campus,
shares her pilgrimage from comfortable isolation to her exposure to
the hard realities of human need.

The writer, who serves at Messiah College as Assistant to the
Dean of Student Affairs and Lecturer in English, reveals her
commitment and concern and the reality of God.
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Frustrating . . . Meaningful . . . Boring?

The Art A & of Family Worship
The term "family worship" evokes a
variety of interesting impressions. For
some this term suggests a monotonous
routine of scripture reading and prayer
—with Dad reading the scripture lesson
as though it were the stock market
report while the rest of the family
day-dreams. Others recall tense moments of watching the clock and listening for the school bus while the reading
and praying droned on.
For others family worship brings
back pleasant memories of the mutual
sharing of the family in a variety of
spiritual expressions. For most of us no
doubt it brings a mixture of impressions, both negative and positive.
For today's parents the term family
worship often produces feelings of failure and frustration. Increasingly Christian families are struggling with the two
practical problems of how and how
often as they seek to provide effective
family worship experience.
First a word about the question, how
often? No doubt it would be generally
agreed that worship should be a regular
part of the life and activity of a Christian family. For some families regular
means daily. There is certainly much to
be said in favor of daily family devotional experiences. The discipline and
the consistency of such a program make
this practice commendable.
For other families regular may not
necessarily mean daily but rather a
regular part of the family's shared experiences. For them occasional carefully
planned family worship activities seem
to be more effective. Actually this
approach requires greater diligence and
discipline for when worship is not a
regular part of the daily schedule it can
be easily overlooked with increased frequency.
The larger question regarding family
worship has to do with how. How can
family worship be conducted so as to
make it interesting and meaningful?
How can it meet the spiritual needs of
The writer is the Director of Home for the
denomination and the father of three—two
daughters and a son.
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John Arthur Brubaker

the family? How should it be planned?
The answers to these and similar questions will vary with each family but here
are some suggestions for consideration.
1. Plan for Participation
Children should be more than listeners. If they are not participating in
the worship activities they will become
restless and bored. They can share in the
planning. For instance, smaller children
can be helped to act out a Bible story.
Or they can be asked to choose a song
for the family to help them sing. Older
ones can read either the scripture lesson
or the devotional material. Also, older
children should be involved in open
discussion. Encourage children to pray
in their own words from an early age.
Parents can suggest to them the things
they may want to pray about.
In homes where there is considerable
difference in the ages of the children
there may need to be special planning.
Occasionally parents may choose to
plan separate worship activities for the
older and younger children. And occasionally each parent will want to spend
time with each child alone, separately,
devotionally.
2. Plan for Sharing
To a large extent this is the key to
meaningful family worship. There
should be an atmosphere of trust and
acceptance in which children will feel
free to express their feelings; their
doubts; their joys; their fears; their
conflicts; their faith.
Such an atmosphere will develop as
parents learn to be open and honest
with each other and with their children.
Family worship should be the setting in
which members of the family would feel
free to confess their faults, seek forgiveness of each other where necessary, and
pray for each other. The position of the
parents as spiritual leaders in the home

will be enhanced by such authentic
openness and their children will be more
ready to trust them and confide in
them.
3. Plan for Variety
Think of variety of purpose: thanksgiving, instruction, petition, confession,
praise, etc. Relate family worship to life
by associating it with the sensed needs
and concerns of the family. Major family decisions become spiritual experiences as they are discussed and prayed
about in the context of worship.
Think of variety of place. Occasionally you may want to plan your devotional at the end of the evening meal
but yoir will also want to explore the
possibility of other settings as well:
around the fireplace—if you have one;
or outdoors; or as part of a hike or a
picnic; or under the stars; or by candlelight. Try to plan for worship in the
context of a pleasant family experience
and relate worship to that experience.
Think of variety of procedure. You
may not choose to read a scripture
every time. Plan topics for discussion or
spend time singing together. Use seasonal emphases to add variety and significance. There is no law which says you
must kneel or sit to pray—why not
standing in a circle holding hands. The
possibilities are numerous.
There are many, many resources
available to assist the family in planning
family worship activities. There are devotional guides and books designed for
every age group. Consult your local
Christian bookstore. They will be happy
to help you.
Whatever goals a family may have set
for itself both in terms of how or how
often it plans for family worship there
are bound to be times of disappointment in achieving these goals—and with
these disappointments a sense of failure.
It is important that at such times, rather
than give up and say family worship
doesn't work for us, parents resolve to
do their best to find new ways to make
worship a meaningful part of their
family's life.
Evangelical Visitor

Youth

Souderton Youth
Enjoy Ski Retreat
It was a cold windy January 28 when twenty-three
young people and six adults of the Souderton church left
by bus for a two-day retreat. Their destination was Mt.
Snow, Vermont, where they enjoyed doing some skiing.
For many of the group skiing was a new experience, but
beautiful weather and a fresh snow made it an enjoyable
event.
The one-hour bus ride each morning from the motel to
the ski lodge provided the setting for devotional periods led
by Pastor Byers. The theme of these devotional times was
"Sharing Our Faith." On Friday evening there was a
discussion time concerning ways to share one's faith.
It was a tired but enriched group that returned home
Saturday night. The trip was a part of the Crusaders Youth
Week activities. The young people worked at various group
projects to accumulate the needed funds for this project.
Glenn Garis, Youth Director, and Clare Moyer, the assistant
director, provided the leadership for the retreat as well as
the work activities.

Erie Area Youth
Enjoy Gym Party
In the summer of 1968 the Commission on Youth of the
Canadian Conference saw the need of bringing the youth of
the churches and communities together to promote leadership training and Christian fellowship. So each member of
the Commission on Youth was asked to serve as an advisor
to the area in which he had residence.
The Erie area, in which I live, consists of the Houghton,
Walsingham, Frogmore, Hamilton, Cheapside, Springvale,
Boyle and Wainfleet churches.
In order to get organization under way we asked if each
church would send an interested representative to our first
meeting at Springvale. At this meeting we planned a gym
party. I think we were all a little surprised when over 100
teenagers showed up for basketball and volleyball tournaments. After an evening of competitive sports we went to
the church at Wainfleet for special musical selections,
devotions and lunch.
Except for Wainfleet, the Erie area is made up of small
churches. Several of the churches have young congregations
where a good number of the young people come out of
non-Christian homes. With this in mind we had to plan
activities which would involve Christians as well as nonChristian youth—and age groups ranging from twelve to late
teens. We found that an afternoon of recreation and an
evening of spiritual emphasis usually was the type of
activity which suited best.
Since the start of our Erie Youth Cabinet we have had
such activities as the gym party, mentioned above, baseball
March 10, 1971

Souderton Crusaders at Mt. Snow, Vermont, ready for a day of
skiing.

and hockey tournaments, a weekend at the Allen Forbes
Youth Centre where we enjoyed swimming, basketball,
bowling, roller skating and special speakers. We had one
Saturday centered around our Regional Quiz Playoffs. We
also have had banquets and films. At present, plans are in
the making for a Winter Carnival which I predict will be a
great success. Attendance at these gatherings have ranged
from 100-140 teenagers.
I thank God for giving to us youth leaders in these
churches who are willing to give sacrifically of themselves
and of their time to help meet the needs of these youth.
They have contributed largely to the success of the Erie
area youth program.
In a world filled with so many exciting possibilities it is
very important to get our youth involved in the life and
work of the church.
Glenn Gilmore

SUMMER SERVICE
For Brethren in Christ Youth
Summer Service is a program whereby young
people (15-22) with a Christian testimony and a
desire to serve Christ and the Church can give 2-4
weeks in voluntary service.
Summer Service teams are frequently assigned
to assist in children's camps or to serve at mission
institutions.
Interested persons can write for application
forms t o :
Director of Youth
P.O. Box 127
Nappanee, Ind. 46550
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Growing Pains

from page eleven

between the communities of a white
Brethren in Christ church and a black
Baptist church. Again I and the rest of
the team members were faced with the
complexities of defining and developing
an effective "social program." As the
months passed, I looked forward to
attending the Messiah Campus at
Temple because I felt studying and
living there would better prepare me for
my vocation (counseling in a secondary
school) and perhaps provide me with
some answers I still didn't have.
Now as I look back over the past few
months spent here at the Center, many
things run through my mind. I think of
the Inner-City Seminars (held here)
where ministers and students have collectively examined a "sin of omission"
in the church—i.e. silence concerning
social sin (as opposed to personal sin).
For example, what rationale allows the
church to wield its stamp of approval on
some matters while remaining silent
about corrupt social practices? Christ
spent 50 percent of His time on earth
interacting with and ministering to the
poor and oppressed (as seen in the
Synoptic Gospels). And what rationale
allows church members to live in affluent communities and use that as an
excuse not to be bothered by those
existing in poverty?
I think of the members of the Young
Lords Party, who state very readily they
work 25 hours a day for the liberation
of fellow Puerto Ricans—and I think of
the determination of those in the Barbwire Society, a group of ex-prisoners,
who have recently banded together to
effect any reform possible in penal
institutions. And I wonder what I have
done.
Many voices can be heard-deprived
children crying for attention and love,
revolutionaries demanding radical
change, educators calling for critical
examination, the oppressed seeking liberation, the conservatives shouting "law
and order," the peacemakers praying for
peace, the warmongers bidding for escalation, and on and on the list could
go.
Perhaps the essence of my education
now, or anyone's, is not merely to
formulate correct methodologies, but to
listen to all those voices, and learn how
to feel with a new sensitivity—a sensitivity which allows one to be openminded, yet discriminating, as issues are
examined, the ability to view others as
brothers and sisters instead of misters
and misses, a sensitivity which demands
that interest be supplanted by involvement, and the capacity to thrive upon
needing others instead of using them.
Teach anyone this and you've educated them.
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Manager Retires
Staff and friends were guests at a
dinner, Saturday evening, February 6,
honoring Mrs. Helen Leedy upon her
retirement as the manager of the
Nappanee Christian Light Bookstore.
Mrs. Leedy became associated with
the Christian Light stores in 1947 when
she began work at the Chambersburg
store. In 1957 she came to Nappanee to
become the manager of the store located here. During these years the store
moved from rather limited quarters to
one of the larger facilities in the downtown area. Mrs. Leedy, who plans to
continue to reside in Nappanee, will be
employed part-time by the store.
Taking over as manager of the
Nappanee store is Arthur Niesley, formerly manager of the Elizabethtown
store. Mr. Niesley began with the Christian Light Bookstores in 1955. He is
married to the former Janet Knepper.
The Niesleys have three children: Alan,
17; Duane, 15; and Sharon, 8.
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Top: Mrs. Leedy holding plaque given to
her by Clair Hoffman, General Manager,
Christian Light Bookstores.
Above: The new manager, Arthur Niesley
and wife Janet, with Mrs. Leedy and Mr.
Hoffman.
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Church News

MISSIONS

Enjoying California Sunshine
Howard and Pearl Wolgemuth, on
missionary deputation tour to the West,
have spent several weeks representing
missions to California congregations and
in personal contacts, enjoying the pleasant California weather and the cordial
hospitality of their many friends there.
They are now making their way eastward with services in New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Kansas, and other western
states.
Rhodesia Enjoying Abundant Rainfalls
After several successive seasons of
excessive drought or scant rainfall,
which brought crises to our mission
schools, good rains have come—in some
cases just in time to avoid closing of
some classes. Dams are filled and prospects for the present season are good.

CANADIAN CONFERENCE
Falls View featured Charles Lady in a
concert of song and prose the evening of
Feb. 7. He was accompanied by Donald
Wingert. On Jan. 31 Rev. and Mrs.
Harvey Sider showed slides, with narration, of their work in India.

Stayner held its 17th annual watch
night service with a capacity crowd. The
last few hours of the old year were
spent enjoying the music and singing of
several local groups. Rev. D. Sargeant
gave a sermonette as the new year
dawned. Coffee and doughnuts were
then served. On Jan. 9 the Crusaders
sponsored a New Year's Banquet with
Dr. R. E. Ives showing pictures of local
nature scenes.

CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Beulah Chapel (Ohio) had as their
speaker for Youth Day, Feb. 7, Rev.
Andy Stoner of the Cincinnati church.
He showed pictures of Japan, and told
of his two years ministry there. Pastor
and Mrs. Becker entertained the youth
at a banquet decorated to the theme of
"Hearts That Care, Share."
Fairview (Ohio) had their Crusaders
Day, Feb. 14, with Tom Cuesta as
speaker. Born in New York City of
Puerto Rican parents, Mr. Cuesta was on
heroin and other drugs for 25 years-but
was miraculously cured and restored by
a thorough experience of conversion to
Christ.
The DeRossett church, in their Jan.
28 council meeting, chose and consecrated Rodger and Carolyn McCann as
Evangelical Visitor

deacon and wife. In addition, Rodger
was appointed Lay-minister with the
unqualified support of the council.
James Bryant, newly elected treasurer,
was accepted as Rodger's assistant in the
life and ministry of the congregation.
Morrison: Sunday evening, Feb. 14,
the congregation divided and scattered
for fellowship. The adults met for Bible
study and prayer at the home of Clarence Gramm while the young people
met for Bible study, fellowship and
planning at the George Conner home.
Rev. Aaron Nice, Pastor Jerel Book and
Kenny Meinsma shared in these "home"
services.
Pleasant Hill welcomed Dr. and Mrs.
Alvan Thuma, recently returned from
government service in Zambia.
Nappanee welcomed four new members into its fellowship on Feb. 21.
Phoneton reports a baptismal service
on Feb. 7.

MIDWEST CONFERENCE
Colorado Springs has a new Minister
of Evangelism—Rev. Oscar Johnson,
former Wesleyan Methodist pastor.
Zion has processed one hog and 1%
beeves for the Navajo Mission
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Walters will be
the new doctor and wife at the Navajo
Mission Hospital beginning August,
1971.

PACIFIC CONFERENCE
Waukena welcomed Rev. Kenneth
Gardner, seminary student at the Fresno
Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary,
to the Waukena Church. Rev. Gardner
was installed Dec. 27 by Dr. Elmer
Martens as personal representative of
the regional bishop.

BIRTHS
Bauman: Rhonda Michelle, born Jan.
30 to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Bauman,
Souderton congregation, Pa.
Betts: Candace Susan, born Feb. 1 to
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Betts, Falls View
congregation, Ontario, Canada.
Fisher: Janet Louise, born Dec. 26 to
Mr. and Mrs. Christian S. Fisher, Bethel
Springs congregation, Pa.
Gerhert: Dennie Wayne, born Jan. 29
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gerhert, Bethel
Springs congregation, Pa.
Hade: Wayne Eugene, born Jan. 23
to Mr. and Mrs. Max Hade, Antrim
congregation, Pa.
Jacobs: Beth Lorayne, born Jan. 4 to
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen W. Jacobs, Iron
Springs congregation, Pa.
Jarvis: Freda Christine, born Jan. 7
to Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jarvis, Oak Ridges
congregation, Ontario, Canada.
March 10, 1971

Knepper: Lisa ReNae, born Feb. 12
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Knepper, Lancaster congregation, Pa.
Lehman: Sarah Jane, born Feb. 2 to
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Lehman, Falls
View congregation, Ontario, Canada.
Martz: Shawn Allen, born Feb. 12 to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Martz, Hollowell
congregation, Pa.
Miller: Tracia June, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Miller, Jan. 25, Clear Creek
congregation, Pa.
Myers: Lynn Eugene, born Dec. 31
to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Myers, Air Hill
congregation, Pa.
Ocker: Clifford Abram, born Jan. 20
to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ocker, Antrim
congregation, Pa.
Patfield: John Duane, born Dec. 27
to Mr. and Mrs. Duane Patfield, Stayner,
Ontario, Canada.
Peck: Craig Larson, born Feb. 3 to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peck, Five Forks
congregation, Pa.
Petty: Homer Anthony, born Jan. 14
to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Petty, Smithville, Tenn. congregation.
Rossman: Kevin Neal, born Jan. 12
to Mr. and Mrs. Greg Rossman, Souderton congregation, Pa.
Winger: Jason Benhardt, born Jan.
19 to Sgt. and Mrs. Eldon Winger,
Grantham congregation, now stationed
at Frankfurt, Germany.
Wyant: Bonnie Charmaine, born Jan.
24 to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Wyant, Stayner congregation, Ontario, Canada.

WEDDINGS
Ashway-Bumbaugh: Diana Grace,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert G.
Bumbaugh and Lloyd Eugene, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Ashway, both of
Chambersburg, Pa., Jan. 17, in the
Calvary United Methodist Church with
Rev. Robert F. Zanker officiating.
Brandt-Ebersole: Nancy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Ebersole, Martinsburg, Pa. and Ralph M. Brandt, Mechanicsburg, Pa., Dec. 19, 1970, at the
Martinsburg Church with Rev. Bruce
Urey officiating.
E b e r s o l e - N i c h o l s : Ava C o n n o r
Nichols, Mechanicsburg, Pa., and John
Musser Ebersole, Elizabethtown, Pa.,
Jan. 23, with Rev. Philip Bonjiorno
officiating in First Assembly of God
Church, Harrisburg, Pa.
Fohringer-Oldham: Helen, daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. Samuel Oldham, Little
Marsh, Pa., and Gary, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray D. Fohringer, Grantham, Pa.,
Dec. 26, with Rev. Samuel Oldham
officiating, assisted by Bishop Henry A.
Ginder.
Oldham-Hoffman: Linda Lee, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hoffman,

Martinsburg, Pa., and Glenn, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clement Oldham, Bedford, Pa.,
Dec. 18, 1970, in the Spring Hope
Church with Rev. N. Blain Kauffman
officiating.
Simpson-Whitehead: Jane, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Whitehead, New
Paris, Ind., and James, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alan Simpson, Elkhart,'Ind., Feb.
14, in the Nappanee Church with Rev.
Earl Engle officiating.
Thompson-Smith:
Anna
Mary,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith,
Manheim, Pa., and Richard, son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Thompson,
Jan. 23, in the Mastersonville Church
with Rev. Eugene Martin officiating
assisted by Rev. Jesse Dourte.
Whitsel-Kinsey: B a r b a r a Kinsey,
niece of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Waltz
and Thomas Whitsel, son of Michael
Whitsel, Mt. Union, Pa., Jan. 17 in
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Yost-Schenck: Sharon, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schenck, Mill Hall,
and Harold, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Yost, Sr., Feb. 13, in the Cedar Springs
Church with Rev. Clarence Brubaker
officiating.

OBITUARIES
Hastings: Sidney C. Hastings was
born Feb. 5, 1908, in Rock Falls, 111.,
and passed away Jan. 24, 1971, at Loma
Linda, Calif. He is survived by a daughter, Esther; a son, David; and two
brothers. Funeral services were conducted at Arnold's Highland Funeral
Home, Des Moines, Iowa, with Rev.
Robert Bushnell officiating. Interment
was in Highland Memory Gardens, Des
Moines, Iowa.
Risser: Paul, son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ira B. Risser, was born April 12,
1908, and passed away Feb. 7, 1971. He
is survived by one sister, Mrs. Harry
Weidman; and an aunt, Miss Mamie
Risser, with whom he resided. Funeral
services were conducted by his pastor,
Rev. Glenn Ginder. Interment in the
Risser Mennonite Cemetery.
Sherk: Mary Sherk was born Nov.
23, 1878, and passed away Dec. 2,
1970, at Port Colborne, Ontario. She is
survived by two daughters and one son.
Funeral services were conducted by
Rev. Harvey Stickley from the Davidson's Funeral Home. Interment in the
Pleasantview Gardens.
Wolgemuth: Michael M. Wolgemuth
passed away at the home of his brother,
Irvin, Mt. Joy, Pa., Feb. 1, 1971, at the
age of 81 years. He was born in East
Donegal Twp., a son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram Wolgemuth. He is survived
by seven brothers and two sisters. The
funeral was conducted from the Nissley
Funeral Home with Rev. J. Roy Peterman and Rev. B. E. Thuma officiating.
Interment was in the Cross Roads Cemetery.
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Anabaptism
anc
Evangelism
If Brethren in Christ and Mennonites succeed in a bold
new move to explore their place in evangelism, Anabaptist
influence will achieve new eminence among Protestants. A
consultation of Brethren in Christ and Mennonites on
evangelism in 1972 will lay the ground work for cooperation in evangelism similar t o other successful and
influential cooperatives such as Mennonite Central Committee and Mennonite Disaster Service.
Anabaptist distinctives are certain t o play a new role in
evangelism in the next decade, states Dr. Myron Augsburger, named by Time magazine as one of America's foremost
evangelists, and currently president of Eastern Mennonite
College in Harrisonburg, Virginia. Dr. Augsburger heads the
steering committee of this Consultation on Evangelism
scheduled for April 1972.
"We have been saying for years that evangelism reaches
across national boundaries, affects every area of human life,
calls for reconciliation and builds for peace," asserts
Augsburger. " M a n y thoughtful evangelicals are urging us t o
speak up, t o share our concepts of discipleship in a world
where reconciliation is so desperately needed, between man
and God and man and his neighbor.
" T h e great commandment of Christ," Augsburger affirms, " t o love God w i t h heart, mind, and soul, and to
express this love in concern for our fellow man, our
'neighbor'—this commandment is ours to follow daily in all
our lives. This is total-man evangelism, Anabaptist evangelism. Our world needs it as never before."
The 1972 Consultation has been in planning since the
U.S. Congress on Evangelism in Minneapolis in September,

1969. Members of the executive committee include, in
addition t o chairman Augsburger:
Vice-Chairman Roy Just, Secretary Paul M. Miller,
Henry Ginder, J. B. Toews, Palmer Becker, Reuben Short,
and John Powell.
Part of the Anabaptist approach t o a witness for Christ
has been the concept of brotherhood. Clergy and laity
distinctions are seen only as differing functions of brothers
in Christ. Thus evangelism is not seen as a part-time
specialty of pastors and congregational leadership, but of all
Christians, all of the time. Evangelism has meant winning
people to an all-out commitment to Jesus Christ, in a
combination of spiritually responsive faith and responsible
social action. It isn't an easy commitment.
It has been easier for liberal churches to emphasize social
action w i t h o u t pressing for evangelical commitment to
Jesus Christ. On the other hand, it has been easier for
fundamentalist-evangelical churches to preach a salvation
message w i t h o u t calling for commitment to social service.
The various Mennonite groups—conservative to progressive—have long cooperated on vigorous social and humanitarian services. Mennonite Central Committee represents all
in relief work around the w o r l d , providing both material
goods and voluntary service workers " i n the name of
Christ." Men of all groups jump into action in rescue,
clean-up and rebuilding w o r k through Mennonite Disaster
Service.
"We need now to explore ways together of becoming
increasingly effective in communicating the Gospel, and in
winning men and women t o an active commitment to Jesus
Christ," declares educator-evangelist Augsburger.
The April 1972 Consultation anticipates the quadrennial Mennonite World Conference being held later in
midsummer 1972 in South America and the interdenominational Key Bridge Conference in Washington in 1973.
Planners hope that the Chicago consultation on evangelism
will deepen convictions for evangelism and explore ways
Anabaptist emphases can be used to the full in reaching
modern men and women w i t h the Gospel.
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